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A BSTRACT
Improving maintenance knowledge intelligence using text
data is challenging since the maintenance information is
mainly recorded as text. To unlock the knowledge from the
maintenance text, a decision-making solution based on retrieving similar cases to help solve new maintenance problems is proposed. In this work, an unsupervised domain
fine-tuning technique, Transformer-based Sequential Denoising Auto-Encoder (TSDAE) is used to fine-tune the BERT
(Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers)
model on domain-specific corpora composed of the Maintenance Work Orders (MWOs). Unsupervised fine-tuning
helped the BERT model to adapt MWOs text. Results indicate fine-tuned BERT model can generate semantic matches
between MWOs regardless of the complex nature of maintenance text.
1. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) has
emerged as a key technology to overcome the limitations
of traditional reliability analysis. However, most of PHM
research focuses on utilizing sensory signals from an engineered system to detect and diagnose faults and ignores human expertise (Atamuradov et al., 2020; Meraghni et al.,
2021). Maintenance is a human knowledge-centered activity,
with most activity records being textual Maintenance Work
Orders (MWOs) (Bouabdallaoui, Lafhaj, Yim, Ducoulombier, & Bennadji, 2020). The MWOs contain the health history of an asset related to inspections, diagnostics, and corrective actions of the equipment reported by maintainers. Although this knowledge can be rich in contextual and systemSyed Meesam Raza Naqvi et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original author and source are credited.

level practical information, few maintenance researchers attempt to exploit this human knowledge for decision making (Y. Gao, Woods, Liu, French, & Hodkiewicz, 2020). This
is due to the difficulty of exploiting data contained in MWOs.
The MWOs often suffer from spelling errors, domain-specific
jargon, and abbreviations that prevent their immediate use
in computational analyses. Consequently, retrieving similar
cases from complex knowledge generated by the maintainer
is challenging. Therefore, knowledge retrieval should not
only retrieve similar items but also consider the context of
both query and past knowledge (Brundage, Sharp, & Pavel,
2021).
As an advanced tool applied in recent years, natural language
processing (NLP) allows knowledge retrieval by comparing
the textual similarity between a query and stored knowledge (Akhbardeh, Desell, & Zampieri, 2020). Although
many scientific works seek to adapt NLP tools to specific
domains to analyze technical textual data (H. Wang, Meng,
& Zhu, 2022). Technical Language Processing (TLP) is a
human-in-the-loop and iterative approach to adapting NLP
tools to engineering data. TLP applies engineering principles
and practices to NLP to exploit the language generated by experts in their technical tasks, systems, and processes. TLP can
unlock maintenance knowledge hidden in the text, providing needed insights from the asset health history while making maintenance decisions (Brundage, Sexton, Hodkiewicz,
Dima, & Lukens, 2021; Liao et al., 2019).
Pre-trained language models based on Transformers, such as
BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) and its variants, have achieved state-of-the-art
results in several downstream NLP tasks on generic benchmark datasets (Whang et al., 2019; Z. Gao, Feng, Song,
& Wu, 2019; Yu, Su, & Luo, 2019). However, BERT
has been reported to underperform in specialised domains,
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such as biomedical (Gu et al., 2021; Cho & Lee, 2019),
legal (Chalkidis, Fergadiotis, Malakasiotis, Aletras, & Androutsopoulos, 2020) and maintenance (Naqvi, Varnier,
Nicod, Zerhouni, & Ghufran, 2022). To overcome this limitation, BERT needs to be fine-tuned on domain-specific
corpora. However, for most tasks and domains, labeled data
is not available, and data annotation is expensive (Huang,
Wei, Cui, Zhang, & Zhou, 2020). Unsupervised training
approaches have been proposed to overcome this limitation:
learning to embed sentences just using an unlabeled corpus
for training (Han & Eisenstein, 2019).
This work focuses on developing a decision support solution for the maintenance team by exploiting the knowledge
in the MWOs. Our approach is based on retrieving similar cases to help solve new maintenance problems based
on past experiences to help diagnostic decision-making. To
adapt the BERT model to the maintenance-specific domain,
the BERT model is fine-tuned using an unsupervised domain
fine-tuning technique, Transformer-based Sequential Denoising Auto-Encoder (TSDAE). The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the proposed methodology; Section 3 focuses on the results and discussion; The
last section contains a conclusion and suggestions for future
work.
2. P ROPOSED M ETHODOLOGY
In this study, we are interested in using maintenance records
to develop a decision support system based on maintenance
text. The main purpose of the system is to help solve new
maintenance problems based on past experiences to aid diagnostic decision-making. This section is dedicated to discussing the development of our automatic Technical Language Processing (TLP) pipeline. In this section, the dataset
used for the study and various system development steps are
discussed in detail, including preprocessing, domain-specific
fine-tuning, and similar case retrieval policy.
2.1. Dataset
The dataset used is an open-source collection of 5485
MWOs from mining excavators over ten years (starting
from 2002) (Hodkiewicz, Batsioudis, Radomiljac, & Ho,
2017). Due to the public nature of the dataset, it has been
previously used in literature. It is been used to compare datadriven tagging and rules-based keyword extraction (Sexton,
Hodkiewicz, Brundage, & Smoker, 2018). Sexton and Fuge
utilized this dataset to extract structured information from
unstructured MWOs (Sexton & Fuge, 2020). Yang et al. developed a system for the identification of degradation states
of equipment using CNN (Convolutional Neural Network)
based clustering (Yang, Baraldi, & Zio, 2020). In another
study, authors used this dataset to explore the quality of
domain-specific technical word representations using differ-

Sr.

Maintenance Work Order (MWO)
Bolt missing L/5 roller

1

Bolt missing L/H No5 load roller
No3 L load roller bolt broken or missing
SCV 1 Boily 1 Fitter 08 & 09/04 SHD24

2

SCV Labour 1 Fitter 1 Boily SHD 24 29/05
SCV Labour SHD24 1 Fitter 1Boily 29/09
SCV Labour 2XFitter1xBoilySHD24 13-14/04
L/H/Side rear estop pull cord u/s

3

Cracked mount l/h/s R/H pump box
big oil leak - R.H.S. engine - R.H. bank

Table 1. Sample Maintenance Work Orders (MWOs)

ent NLP models (Nandyala, Lukens, Rathod, & Agarwal,
2021). However, to the best of our knowledge, this dataset
has not been previously used for semantic similarity. In
this study, we used this dataset to find semantic similarities
among MWOs using state-of-the-art NLP models. Table 1
shows some sample records from these MWOs. The cases in
samples 1 and 2 show similar cases described differently by
maintenance operators. Sample 3, on the other hand, shows
how different operators refer to various sides of different
subsystems. It can be observed in Table 1 that these samples have unconventional writing styles and are complex to
process.
2.2. Preprocessing
MWOs contain domain-specific text, and this text is not easy
to process using regular NLP pipelines (Brundage, Sexton,
et al., 2021). MWOs contain many irregularities, such as
spelling mistakes and the use of the same entity in different ways, including different spellings and acronyms.These
variations combined with different writing styles of operators
make it very difficult to find the semantic similarity among
MWOs. Because of these reasons, the most common way of
processing domain-specific text is to develop custom preprocessing pipelines. These custom pipelines are dataset-specific
specialized pipelines targeted toward normalization of the
text before feeding it to NLP models. The process of normalization usually involves but is not limited to spelling correction, changing acronyms to a uniform format, and conversion of short word forms to full forms throughout the dataset.
These custom pipelines are normally developed with the help
of domain experts using available domain knowledge. The
developing process is also time-consuming and requires lot
of manual labor to cover all possible scenarios. Few of the
major disadvantages of these custom pipelines are the high
development time, limitation to specific dataset and requirement of consistent updates as dataset grows with time. In
2
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this study we proposed a method using state-of-the-art NLP
for technical text processing which automatically handles the
challenges of MWOs without the need of developing custom
pipelines.
Table 1 show some samples from dataset and highlights some
challenges in MWOs. For example, Sample 3 of Table 1
shows how different operators refer to spatial orientation differently. In maintenance text, these variations are shared
across different terms. Also, new term variations are added
with time, so the custom preprocessing pipelines need a constant upgrade. The proposed methodology handles these
shortcomings of custom pipelines automatically, is quick to
develop, and does not require the intervention of domain experts. Studies show that the proposed approach is also independent of a certain type of domain-specific data and can be
used for a variety of technical textual records (Naqvi, Varnier,
et al., 2022; Naqvi, Meraghni, et al., 2022). To observe the
performance of the proposed methodology, we reduced the
preprocessing to a minimum by normalizing the case to uppercase characters.

These techniques are widely tested on regular text, but there is
a need to test the performance of these techniques on domainspecific text such as MWOs. As MWOs are mostly unlabeled
textual descriptions of maintenance events, we use an unsupervised domain fine-tuning technique, Transformer-based
Sequential Denoising Auto-Encoder (TSDAE) (K. Wang et
al., 2021). TSDAE is selected as the preferred method for
this study because it is the most efficient method among current unsupervised domain fine-tuning techniques with stateof-the-art performance (T. Gao et al., 2021; Janson et al.,
2021; K. Wang et al., 2021). This study is mainly focused
on demonstrating how state-of-the-art NLP models such like
BERT can be used to leverage the underutilized source of
knowledge (MWOs). A comparison of different approaches
is out of the scope of this study.

2.3. Domain specific fine-tuning
After preprocessing, to find relevant matches to the new
maintenance problem, we first need a machine learning model
to convert text to embeddings (numerical vectors). These
embeddings can then be used to compare similarities between the textual description of the new maintenance problem
(input query) and the past maintenance records. Advanced
NLP models like BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) can produce semantic embeddings.
BERT belongs to a class of large pre-trained models trained
on a significant text source. In this study, we use BERT to
covert MWO text to semantic embeddings and use it as an
automatic TLP pipeline. There are many pre-trained BERTbased models. We use the “bert-base-uncased” that was proposed in the original paper on BERT (Devlin, Chang, Lee, &
Toutanova, 2018).
Although pre-trained models like BERT can process text
out of the box, studies have shown that fine-tuning helps
when working with domain-specific data compared to regular text (Naqvi, Meraghni, et al., 2022). Also, BERT is
a word embedding model and can not generate sentence or
paragraph-level embedding. To address this issue, sentence
BERT1 model was proposed in 2019 (Reimers & Gurevych,
2019). The initial sentence BERT model was proposed
as a supervised fine-tuning technique to adopt the BERT
model for sentence/paragraph level embeddings, followed by
unsupervised fine-tuning techniques (Carlsson, Gyllensten,
Gogoulou, Hellqvist, & Sahlgren, 2020; T. Gao, Yao, &
Chen, 2021; Janson, Gogoulou, Ylipää, Cuba Gyllensten,
& Sahlgren, 2021; K. Wang, Reimers, & Gurevych, 2021).
1 https://www.sbert.net/

Figure 1. TSDAE Architecture (K. Wang et al., 2021)
Figure 1 shows the architecture of TSDAE which consists
of an encoder (transformer model), a pooling layer, and a
decoder. The first step in the fine-tuning process is the development of a noisy dataset. In this step noise is added
to sentences of the original dataset, noise in the text could
be for example deleting certain words from the original sentence. After adding noise to all the sentences in the dataset
these sentences are fed to a transformer model (BERT in our
case) which acts as an encoder and outputs token embeddings.
These token embeddings are then converted to single fixedsize sentence embedding using a pooling layer. The task of
the decoder layer is to generate the original sentence using
the noisy input. During fine-tuning process weights of the
encoder are optimized based on the response of the decoder.
After fine-tuning only encoder is used to generate sentence
or paragraph-level embeddings. TSDAE takes a pre-trained
transformer-based model and fine-tunes the models using
domain-specific data without any labels. The output of the
process is a domain fine-tuned sentence BERT model trained
3
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in an unsupervised manner that can generate fixed-length sentence embeddings. As TSDAE focuses on fixed-size sentence
embeddings instead of token embeddings during fine-tuning,
the resulting sentence embedding model gives better sentence
and paragraph level embeddings than the pre-trained version
of the input model. The size of the final fixed-size sentence
embedding is the same as BERT embedding size (768 for
BERT base model). TSDAE can be considered as a modified encoder-decoder transformer in which the key and value
of cross-attention are focused on fixed-size sentence embeddings. Equation 1 and 2 show the formulation of modification
in cross-attention.


H (k) = Attention H (k−1) , [sT ], [sT ]

(1)



QK T
V
Attention(Q, K, V ) = sof tmax √
d

(2)

(k)

Maintenance Work Orders (MWOs)

Preprocessing

TSDAE
(Unsupervised domain fine-tuning of BERT)

Domain fine-tuned BERT model

t×d

In equation 1, H ∈ R
is hidden states of decoder within
t decoding steps at k-th layer, [sT ] ∈ R1×d is a single row
matrix of sentence embedding vector and d is the size of the
sentence embedding vector. Q, K and V in equation 2 are
cross-attention query, key and value respectively (K. Wang et
al., 2021). In TSDAE paper authors explored various methods of adding noise to the sentence but deletion with a deletion ratio of 0.6 resulted in the best performance.
Figure 2 shows the pipelines of unsupervised domain finetuning of the BERT model using TSDAE to generate the sentence embedding model. The first step is the preprocessing, where we only normalized the words present in input
MWOs, as explained in the preprocessing section. After preprocessing, the TSDAE fine-tunes pre-trained BERT model
using domain-specific data, and the output of the process is a
domain-specific sentence BERT model.

Figure 2. Unsupervised domain fine-tuning of BERT model
using TSDAE to generate sentence embedding model

Input query

Preprocessing

Domain fine-tuned
BERT model

Database

Embedding
of new case

Embeddings
of past cases

Cosine similarity

2.4. Retrieval
After fine-tuning the BERT model on MWOs, we can now
use this model to retrieve similar MWOs to the input query
text. Figure 3 shows steps involved in retrieving top k similar
maintenance work orders, where k represents number of similar cases retrieved. As presented in Figure 3, in the case of a
new maintenance problem, the description of the problem is
first converted to semantic embedding. Afterward, we extract
the embeddings of past MWOs and compare them with the
embedding of the input query using cosine similarity. Equation 3 shows this cosine similarity which is the measure of
similarity between two non-zero vectors A and B.
cosine similarity =

A·B
∥A∥ ×∥B∥

(3)

Finally, retrieved similar cases can be used as reference past

Top k similar cases

Figure 3. Retrieval of top k similar Maintenance Work Orders
(MWOs) to the input query

cases to help solve new maintenance problems described in
the input query. To make sure that retrieved cases are relevant, we only retrieved cases with 80% or more similarity
and set the value of k to at most 5 cases. We also ensured
no duplication in retrieved similar cases. Afterward, we analyzed the cases for some interesting patterns, and a some of
the cases from the analysis are presented in the results section.
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3. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, the results of the study are discussed. For
each case in the database, we retrieved similar cases given
the retrieval criteria, to test the performance of developed domain fine-tuned model. Then we categorized retrieved results into one or more categories based on the nature of the
match. There are two main categories: exact match and semantic match. The semantic match is further categorized into
three subcategories: (1) entity linkage, (2) similar meaning,
and (3) spelling coverage. These subcategories of semantic
match correspond to the challenges in MWOs. Samples in
the dataset are raw MWOs but we categorized the results to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed methodology.
The reason behind evaluating the results based on these categories is the correspondence of these categories to the challenges of processing MWOs (such as spelling mistakes, use
of similar entities in different ways, and dataset instances that
have similar meanings). Each category with its subcategories
is described below:
•

•

Exact match: We categorize a retrieved case as an exact
match when it is the same as the input query or contains
part of the input query;
Semantic match: We categorize a retrieved case as a semantic match if it has some semantic patterns such as
similar meaning, entity linkage, or spelling mistake coverage:
– Entity linkage: We categorize a retrieved case as
entity linkage when the model can identify an entity from an input query used differently in the retrieved case. For example, in the case of the location
of a system/subsystem, the right hand can be represented by “RH” in the input query. However, it may
be represented differently in retrieved cases such as
“R/H”, “R/H/Side”, or “RHS”;
– Similar meaning: We categorize a retrieved case as
having similar meaning when the model can retrieve
a case that is similar in meaning but not an exact
match to the input query;
– Spelling coverage: We categorize a retrieved case
in the spelling coverage category if the model can
identify words from the input query in a retrieved
similar case regardless of spelling mistakes.

Table 2 shows the results of nine input queries with retrieved
similar cases with assigned categories. Interesting patterns
in retrieved cases for each query are individually discussed
below:
•

Query 1: For query 1, all the retrieved cases fall into
the similar meaning category. It is interesting to see how
the model can match patterns like “2 OFF” with “2”, “2
LOST”, “BROKEN X 2”, and “BUCKET TEETH 3 &
4” showing efficient semantics matching;

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Query 2: We only got four similar cases based on retrieval criteria for query 2. Retrieved cases fall into
different categories. It is interesting to see that for
“AIRCONS (Air Conditioner) NOT GETTING COLD”
model can identify “AIRCON COMPRESSORS NOT
WORKING” as a related case. Similarly, the model can
identify the complete form (AIRCONDITIONER) from
the short form (AIRCONS) even with spelling mistakes
(AIR and CONDITIONER are merged), showing entity
linkage. Also, the model can identify “SHD24” and
“SHD0024” as the same entities;
Query 3: In query 3, we have entity linkage between
“GREASE LINES” and “LUBE LINES”. We also have
some cases that fall in the similar meaning category and
exact match even with the spelling mistake (LIN instead
of LINES);
Query 4: For query 4, we have cases with exact matches
and similar meanings. We also have entity linkage (between SDH 24 and SHD24). The model also identified
a similar case with the spelling mistake (FITT instead of
FITTER);
Query 5: Query 5 indicates how different operators describe the short form of various system/subsystem sides.
For example, RH is used to indicate the right-hand side
in the query, and the model can identify “R/H”, “L/H”,
and “RHS” are similar entities in retrieved similar cases;
Query 6: For query 6, we only got three similar cases.
Results of query 6 are interesting as the model can
identify a complex shorthand pattern “L/H NO5 LOAD
ROLLER”, which means load roller number 5 on the
left-hand side. In similar cases, the model can identify
patterns like “L/5 (left-hand number 5)”, “NO3 L (lefthand number 3)”, and “R # 1 (roller number 1)”;
Query 7: In query 7, from the statement “LUBE PUMP
HAS FAILED” the model can identify cases with similar meanings such as “LUBE SYSTEM FAILURE” and
“LUBE SYSTEM FAILURE”;
Query 8: For query 8, we have only two similar cases.
Both are an exact match, but the second one is an exact
match with spelling coverage (OERHEATING instead of
OVERHEATING);
Query 9: Finally, in query 9, we only got one similar
case based on retrieval criteria. From the input query
“CRACKS UNDER HEEL OF BUCKET” model can
identify a similar case with “CRACKING ON BOTTOM
OF BUCKET” that falls into a similar meaning category
and entity linkage (HEEL OF BUCKET matched with
BOTTOM OF BUCKET).

Some common interesting patterns in query and similar cases
text are highlighted using bold letters in Table 2. Results presented in Table 2, indicate that given an input query developed
domain fine-tuned model without using custom pipelines can
5
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Table 2. Categorizing similar case based on similarity patterns

Entity linkage

Sr.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Input Query

REPLACE BUCKET TEETH
2 OFF

AIRCONS NOT GETTING
COLD SHD24

REPLACE GREASE LINES
TO BUCKET PINS

SCV LABOUR 1 FITTER 1
BOILY SHD 24 29/05

REPLACE RH BOOM
CYLINDER

BOLT MISSING L/H NO5
LOAD ROLLER

UNDERCARRIAGE LUBE
PUMP HAS FAILED

Similar Cases

R/H ENGINE
OVERHEATING SEE TEXT
RAN TEM

9

CRACKS UNDER HEEL
OF BUCKET

Category

Similarity (%)

REPLACE 2 BUCKET TEETH

93.7

REPLACE 2 BUCKET TEETH AND KEEPERS

86.1

REPLACE 2 LOST TEETH

83.3

BUCKET TEETH BROKEN X 2

80.8

REMOVE BUCKET TEETH 3 & 4

80.5

AIRCONS NOT GETTING COLD SHD24

100

AIRCON COMPRESSORS NOT WORKING SHD24

87.4

AIRCON NOT WORKING SHD0024

83.8

AIRCONDITIONER NOT GETTING COLD

83

REPLACE GREASE LINES TO BUCKET PINS

100

REPLACE LUBE LINES ON BUCKET PINS

90

REPAIR GREASE LINES ON BUCKET PIN

88.9

REPLACE GREASE LINES ON BUCKET

86.1

REPLACE GREASE LIN TO BUCKET PIN

85.4

SCV LABOUR 1 FITTER 1 BOILY SHD 24 16/06

99.1

SCV LABOUR 1 FITTER 1 BOILY EXD 36 06/05

97.3

SCV LABOUR SHD24 I FITTER 1 BOILY 27/10

96.4

SCV LABOUR SHD24 I FITT 1 BOILY 03/12/09

95.5

SCV 1 BOILY 1 FITTER 08 & 09/04 SHD24

90.9

REPLACE RH BOOM CYLINDER

100

REPLACE R/H BOOM CYLINDER

90.1

REPLACE L/H BOOM CYLINDER

88.6

RHS BOOM CYLINDER LEAKING

86.7

SHD24 REPLACE R/H BOOM CYLINDER

82.9

BOLT MISSING L/5 ROLLER

88.8

NO3 L LOAD ROLLER BOLT BROKEN OR MISSING

88.5

R # 1 LOAD ROLLER MISSING 1 BOLT

88.5

UNDERCARRIAGE LUBE SYSTEM FAILURE

85.2

UNDERCARRIAGE LUBE NOT WORKING
8

Exact match

Semantic match
Similar meaning
Spelling coverage

80

R/H ENGINE OVERHEATING

81.8

ENGINE OERHEATING SEE TEXT

80.5

REPAIR CRACKING ON BOTTOM OF BUCKET

85.1
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efficiently identify similar cases regardless of variation in the
entity names, way of description, and spelling mistakes.
4. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, an automatic TLP pipeline is developed using the BERT model. Results indicate that with proper finetuning, state-of-the-art models such as BERT can efficiently
process domain-specific text such as MWOs. The developed
system can identify complex semantic patterns among different MWOs. Retrieved similar cases through the system
against various queries indicated for most cases, the finetuned model was able to identify similar cases with complex
patterns. Retrieved similar cases through the model show
diversity in coverage for various categories, including exact
match, entity linkage, spelling mistake handling, and similar meaning cases. One of the limitations of this study is the
need for periodic model fine-tuning as new terms and cases
are introduced, but that is also true for other techniques such
as manual TLP pipelines to cover various scenarios. However, given the automatic nature of our proposed process, the
effort required to update a model is considerably lesser than
manual pipelines.
Some of the future work planned for this case study includes:
(i) identifying new ways to measure the quality of semantic
similarity in retrieved cases; (ii) analyzing the performance of
the developed framework on other unsupervised fine-tuning
approaches in the literature; (iii) formalize the proposed system as a service in industrial manufacturing setup.
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